02/03/2020
Rose Woods HOA
Letter of Intent
Dear City Council Members,

We would like to request a variance from Section 230-6(c)(1). We currently have a 6ft HOA fence
facing the street, which is also a backyard fence for many homeowners. The fence we currently have is
deteriorated and collapsing. We really need to replace with the same size fence. We want to keep it at
6ft instead of changing to 4ft fence and 50% transparency.

Each of the following Criteria for a zoning variance or sign variance must be addressed
by the applicant:
1) There are extraordinary and exceptional conditions pertaining to the
particular property in question because of its size, shape or topography;
and
Rose Woods HOA- This current 6ft fence is a backyard privacy
fence for many of the homeowners in the community.
2) The application of this UDO to the particular piece of property would
create an unnecessary hardship; and
Rose Woods HOA- Putting the fence to 4ft and 50 percent
transparency would be a hardship to the neighbor’s backyard
privacy.
3) Such conditions are peculiar to the particular piece of property involved; and
Rose Woods HOA- This situation is different because we already have
the current fence at 6ft and want to replace with the same to remain
the backyard privacy for many homeowners as well as maintain the
aesthetics of the neighborhood.
4) Such conditions are not the result of any actions of the property owner; or
Rose Woods HOA- No, the reason why we want to replace the fence to
the same existing fence is due to deterioration caused by nature and
time.

5) Relief, if granted, would not cause substantial detriment to the public
good nor impair the purposes or intent of this zoning ordinance.
Rose Woods HOA- This would not be a detriment to the public, it
would be a great thing. We just want to replace the same fence we
currently have, to Improve the aesthetics of the neighborhood
since the current fence is in need of replacement. The
homeowners need the full privacy from their backyard.

Sincerely,
Rose Woods HOA Board
Alisha Adams (Property Manager)

